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Brexit
Av Julia Anthonsen Ryberg , Uppdaterad 21 mars 2019

  

In 1973, the United Kingdom became part of the EEC, which
would later become the European Union. With Brexit, the
people of the UK have voted to leave the EU. But why?

The European Union
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To the left, you see the symbol of the European Union. The circle of twelve stars represents the
unity, solidarity and harmony of the European peoples. To the right, you see the outline of the
United Kingdom in the colours of the British flag.
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The European Union (EU) is a group of

countries in Europe. It was founded with

the purpose of keeping the peace and

improving relations between the

countries. Countries in the EU work

closely together, follow the same EU

laws and share a single market. This

includes England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. All of these countries

are part of the United Kingdom, which is part of the European Union – until

Brexit.

What is Brexit?
The word Brexit is a combination of the

words British and exit. The word is used

to describe the United Kingdom leaving

the European Union. The majority of

British people voted in favour of leaving

the EU in a referendum in June 2016. A

referendum is a vote in which all voters

in a country can take part. In the Brexit

referendum, it was decided that the

United Kingdom will leave the EU in

March 2019.

Difficult negotiations
Both the UK and the EU have to agree on the terms for Brexit. They also have

to decide what kind of relationship they will have after Brexit. Some terms are

difficult to agree on. Will the UK still have access to the EU's single market?

And what will happen to foreign EU citizens who live in the UK? Will they be

allowed to stay, or will they have to leave?
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These are the countries that are part
of the European Union (EU).

Global News, youtube.com.
Brexit explained: What's causing the 'divorce' deadlock? ©
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A single market
The EU countries share a single market, within which they can buy and sell

goods freely. If the UK wants to sell goods in France (or any other country that

is part of the EU), it can simply send the goods to France and sell them. France

will not check the amount or quality of the goods. It will also not put a tariff on

them, which means that it will not make the UK pay for selling its goods. The

single market makes it easy for EU countries to trade goods. Therefore, the UK

wants to keep using the EU's single market to buy and sell goods, even after

Brexit. Without access to the single market, it would be more difficult for the UK

to trade with other EU countries.

Free movement
Free movement is part of the single market. It means that people from EU

countries can move freely within the EU. They can cross national borders to

live, study and work – as if they were living in one big country. There is no need

for a special permission like a visa. While many people from the UK like goods

to move freely, they do not like people from other EU countries being able to

move freely to the UK. The people of the UK want to decide for themselves

who gets to move there. This is one of the main reasons many people voted for

Brexit.

The Irish border

question
Not all the people and countries in the

UK agree about Brexit. Both Scotland

and Northern Ireland voted to stay, but

they are now forced to leave the EU

along with England and Wales. A lot of people in the UK are worried and

unhappy about this.
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Facts

The Brexit vote was very

close, with 51.9% of voters in

favour of leaving, and 48.1%

in favour of staying.
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This is especially true for the people of Northern Ireland. Northern Ireland

shares a border with the Republic of Ireland. For a long time, there was conflict

in Northern Ireland. Since the 1990s, there has been peace in the area. The

border between Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland is open now,

without security checks and customs control. After Brexit, the border will

become the only land border between the UK and the EU. This may lead to a

closed border with security checks, customs control and new conflicts.

BBC News, youtube.com.
Brexit FAQ: Will Problems with the Irish border stop Brexit? ©
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